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To Stephen Hawes, c. 1474-c. 1530

"Go, little book, I pray God thee save
From mismet'ring by wrong impression,
And who that ever list thee for to have
That he perceive well thine entention;
For to be grounded without presumption,
As for to eschew the sin of idleness,
To make such books I apply my besiness."

The purpose of Inscape is to present the best work submitted
and to encourage by publication the beginning writer and
artist at Morehead State University.
Among the contributions to
contest winners:

th~s

issue are the following Inscape

Maryanne Walters' "Knm"ing When To Leave" (First Prize, Short Story)
Marty Fogle Hinson's "Water Turtle"

(First Prize, Art)

Roy Boggs' "Woman" (Second Prize, Art)
Dorothy Rochelle's "Zoo People"
Gary Lights's "To J.E.P."

(First Prize, Poetry)

Bill Kegley's "Cosmic Horserace"
Duane Baker's "Springtime"

(Honorable Mention, Art)

(Second Prize, Poetry)

(Honorable Mention, Poetry)
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Among educators today "justification" is a cons tant theme;
any particular class or program must be able to jus tify its
existence. Even now many a re aaying that the literary arts are
irrelevant and their requirement for a college degr ee should be
discarded, or at least curtailed . Any such attempt to do so, it
seems to me, would be a very dan gerous step to take . The mastery
of the literary arts stands as a pre-requisite for any worthwhile
contribution to any other field , and a lowering of t h e standards
in English will only cause de cadence in other fields. Already
such a trend is evident. The j argon of educators is f i lled with
redundancies and lack-luster de scription. Terms lik e "behavioral
objectives," "behavioral modific ation," "developmental learning
processes," "reality structures, " and "classificatory structures"
not only show a lack of real imagination, but also reduce education
to a campaign designe d to train people much as one would train any
dog or lion. Within th e political spectrum of our time one can see
the falling of literacy when he compares "Ask not what your country
can do for you; ask what you can do for your country," to the
continual progression of "inoperative" statements o f today. Certainly the language of our armed forces has shown t he dehumanization
process most clearly. When wa r counts were popular, o ur servicemen
were "killed," but· the enemy wa s "destroyed" and civilians "wasted."
Such a state of the langua ge de mands some action b e taken. Within
our technological system certai n ly language needs t o be efficient
and clear, but, as our technical writing classes a re proving,
language may be clear without being artless and stale. The literary
arts are necessary for our culture for art is not simply a barometer
to indicate the state of our l anguage, but it is t he life-giving
pulse of language. Without ar t , English would die . Were it not
for the art of the Old Testame n t, who would know Heb r ew? If Plato,
Aristotle, and Aeschylus had not written, what wou ld Greek be to us?
Without the writings of Virgil or even Caesar wou ld Latin still be
read? Would we care for Old En glish if Beowulf d id not exist, or
Middle English if it were not for Chaucer? Any lan guage is doomed
if there is no art.
Art is the splash that gives life to every are a of culture.
It creates fresh waves in each generation, and thos e who choose to
ignore these new currents wil l al~ays find themselves awash in the
language. We must look deeper into the nature of what holds so
central a position in our lives. Generally, we are enlisted into
the battle of deciding if art is tc please or to i n s truct. Such
a dichotomy is a highly artifica l and destructive one. To define
art as pleasure or as moral is n either accurate or adequate. What
is essential to the nature of a rt is the building o f a relationship
between an artist and his audience. Certainly a work may please or
i

it may instruct; it may well do both~ However, the ability of a
particular work to gain recognition as art depends upon the insight of the artist and the sensitivity of his audience. The
purpose of art is to become a vibrant memory in the lives of the
artist and the individual reader that somehow brings them to a
unity. That memory will not be a memory of fiction or fantasy
(the relationship that sub-literature creates), but the characteristic
mark of art is that the imaginative experience becomes transcendantly
real. Art carries man into a new world, a super-real world that
has been created by bridging the worlds of reality and fantasy.
The nature of art, then, is to create a new world in which man is
allowed to freely live. It is a world that is eternally new; a
world that remains the same, for the artists of the past continue to
speak, yet it is constantly being reinterpreted to men by the artists
of their time. This world is not one of escape (that is the
fantastic world of sub-literature), but one that allows men to live
with dignity, understanding, and hope. The nature of art is to
create, and creation is always motivated by Love.
The college literary magazine has a place in the creation of
art. No claims can be made that it is without a doubt a work of
art itself, but I feel that it is artful.
It represents those who
are str~ving to break to the surface and breathe the rare air of
art. You, as the reader, will immediately realize some of the
problems involved. The poetry of a college student tends to be
personal rather than universal. Unless the reader has had a similiar
experience the poem may not be able to create a relationship between
the poet and reader. The exclusive personalness is a fault that a
poet overcomes with maturity, just as the writer of short stories
learns to balance the elements of his art. However, it would be
grossly unfair if their works were read without any attention being
paid to their intended meaning. Therefore, Inscape has been
divided into five sections which contain mixed genres, but the
works have common themes: 1. Statements about art, 2. Themes of
alienation and loneliness, 3. Themes of love, 4. Views of Modern
American Life, and 5. Themes of death. To be sure, these divisions
are arbitrary, but they are intended to help the reader to view
the magazine as something more than a hotchpotch of various art
forms.
As a final word, let me express my thanks to all those who
have helped with this issue of Inscape. Special thanks must go
to Dr. Don Cunningham, Dr. Ron Dobler, Dr. Marc Glasser, Dr. Glenn
Rogers, and Dr. Judy Rogers for their help in judging the poetry
and prose in the Inscape contest. Also, Fern McGuire deserves all
of my gratitude for typing this issue and making sense of my vague
directions.
.
Gary W. Light

Morehead, Kentucky
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"It has a glory, and naught else can share it:
The thought thereof is awful, sweet, and holy,
Chasing away all worldliness and folly;
Coming sometimes like fearful claps of thunder,
Or the low rumblings earth's regions under;
And sometimes like a gentle whispering
Of all the secrets of some wond'rous thing
That breathes about us in the vacant air;"

John Keats
Sleep and Poetry

Water Turtle
[Art: First Prize]

Marty F. Hinson
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To J.E.P.
[Poetry:

First Prize]

That damn Nonsense is taking hold in me
(like you said it would).

Within their void eyes

Is that lull'd look where confidence now lies
With flawed ornamental neutrality.
I read them Proust and rushed through J. Dickey
To help them Think for once ....

They returned sighs.

When it's on the board they finally realize
Nothing.

They'll take that unconfortable C.

Yet, for them, Baggins will leave The Hill,
Caulfield will hold on a dream and miss life,
Wolfe will tell them they can never go home;
For them, Snowdon will yield its double thrill,
Blind Lear will perceive the never of life,
And Kubla Kahn will build his pleasure dome.
Gary Light

2

Cosmic Horserace
[Poetry:

Second Prize]

"Faster, higher!
"Farther, faster!"
My body and mind scream their torture ...
"My feet can only go so fast,
my thoughts only so far," they protest.
"Not fast enough---Faster!"
"Not far enough---Higher!"
I feel invisible spurs digging holes into
my sides,
And my soul responds, emerging through the void,
Now, complete, I strain every part of my being
into the race.
Now winged Pegasus, I look back and see
there's no chance of return--For Satan is already there, setting fire to my
distant barn--Roaring orange-flamed laughter.
And as I watch with unbelieving eyes
he changes form--And now stands God---soaring in laughter,
dangling an orange carrot above my nose.
So, it was he who removed my blinders!
Before, a plowhorse, plodding through time only
in a straight line ...
Now, winged Pegasus, whirling in a
winner's circle.
Now, Pegasus, roaring around an oval track--alternately charging and shying--Trembling in simultaneous ecstatic anticipation
and horrified dread.
Now winged Pegasus roaring off into infinity.
Bill Kegley
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Lazy Days

Jim Lord

.'

.

... Seen, But Not Heard
Words that grab my jaws on the way out
and clench them tight;
I stand mute and turn blue with the exertion of silence.
How to let fly a stream of God-on-the-air!
Truthful talk lies on my tongue
and sticks as if flypaper.
Tell me not, children.
Bill Kegley

Haiku
The Books are quiet,
Closed up, sitting on the shelf.
When opened, they talk.

Martha Ann Sparkman
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Wendell Perry

Hobbit
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Study For "Ensmeralda"

Dinah Smiley
7

Poetry
"Hold tight after you blow it up-Or it will flyaway!"
I am boy and balloon,
Intrigued by captured pressures,
Also wanting their release
I let myself go, allowing my
Pent up power to make me
New and expressive---free for a while.
I watch me fly and am
Happy, knowing I can do it
Again.
A Poem

Bill Wiglesworth

..

Something's striving
Deep inside. Trying to
Get my attention.
It
Wants out. ,So I
Stop, Search for it.
Listen close. There it is.
I've got it now, but it's not quite
Ready to live and express itself
Alone.
Like a flat sounding guitar I
Tune it until its urgent message now become
Harmonious,
Clear,
And makes me smile.
Bill Wiglesworth
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A Footnote To Choosing A Vehicle
Kafka, and Tolstoy, and Richard Brautigan
were all zeroed in on Little Sunday Billy.
Kafka was pushing his Trial model,
and Tolstoy his War and Peace of a Buick,
and Richard Brautigan was kind of
half smiling about The Pill Versus The Springhill Mine Diaster,
even though it had four-wheel drive.
But you could see they were all
straining hard even without saying a word.
Their shirt sleaves were rolled up
and the sweat was rolling off their foreheads
trying to see who could first
break the silence.
Little Sunday Billy was saying lots of things,
but pretty soon Little Sunday got right-up
in Kafka's face and breathed in the starshine
in Kafka's eyes,
and then, in turn, Tolstoy's and Brautigan's, too.
You could see it pierce Little Sunday Billy
as if he were a tiny ball
and divide him until the ball looked like
hinged halves
You couldn't tell exactly where
or how
the halves were hinged,
but nothing inbetween.
Little Sunday Billy knew
You can only ride so far
with Morn Torn, Father Dick,
or Sister Harry.
David Williams
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Choose Your Own Phrase "Three Little Pigs"
Once upon a time there were three little
(choose one) (pigs, hedge hogs, babirusa)
who lived with their (Mother and Father,
blimished faces, Rabbi) in the little pig
village of (Shanghai, Kiskumfelegyhaza,
New York) .
One sunny (day, night, Passover), the
three little (hedge hogs, pigs, babirusa)
(set out, were exiled, were set loose)
to seek (their fortunes, the double
feature at the riverview, a six pack).
After walking for (three blocks, 47 years,
360 degrees) the three little (hedge hogs,
swine (fooled ya), babirusa) decided to
(turn themselves in, hitch hike, split
up) and (go their separate ways, find a
shell station with clean restrooms, join
the Israeli border patrol) .
Doing this, the first little (hedge hog,
pig, babirusa) said that he was going to
(throw up, write for the Daily Planet,
build something).
"What are you going to (throw up, write
for the Daily Planet, build)?" Asked the
second.
"1 1 m going to (throw up, write, build)
a (Chateau, bird house, DC9)." he answered.
"What are you going to (throw up, write,
build) it out of?" The second asked.
"(15 spicy enchalatos, dandeloin fuzz,
plywood), what else?" He answered.
"That's (teriffic, ridiculous, nothing) ,"
said the third, "1 1 m (throwing up, writing,
building)mine out of (town, plaster of Paris,
necessity) Icause there's gonna be a big
bad (hamburgaler, teamsters strike, breath)
that's gonna (huff and puff, wheeze a little,
sneeze) and (go home, rollover, play dead)."
"Zounds!" zounded the other two in (unison,
harmony, tentionally), "What'll we (do, say,
tell our Rabbi)?"
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"Well, when he comes to (huff and puff,
wheeze a little, sneeze) we won't be here,"
said the third.
"Where will we be?" begged the others.
"We'll be (comin' 'round the mountain,
picking sequoais leaves, counting Chevrolets)."
"Well I'll be," said the first.
"You already are."
Ken Foltz and Eob Newman
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Toby Fried

Round, Round, Up We Go
12

I Choose The Sonnet
I choose the sonnet, an effort to hide

",

In poetic devices Certainties
Which make a mockery of Reason's pride,
Illusions that batter one to his knees.
I .

Shall I discover what others knew?
There's no hiding place left undercover;
.,

Between the lines true truth may not be t;rue

.

~

.

Or falsehood may lie with truth forever.
...

.,'

Oh, but there must be something to go by,
>.

For "fourteen lines a sonnet do not make!

II

'..

I guess there's nothing left to do but try

..

To say there's a path certainty must take.
Left alone, from dead freedom comes , the sight
Of what we really are, or can that b~ right?

Gary Light

Candy Barbee

2nd Street, Portsmouth, Ohio
14

D.B. asked me what I thought about all this stuff I
just finished telling you about.
hell to say.

If you want to know the truth, I don't

know what I think about it.
people about it.

It's funny.

I'm sorry I told so many

About all I know is, I sort of miss

everybody I told about.
. for instance.

I didn't know what the

Even old Stradlater and Ackley,

I think I even miss that goddamMaurice.
Don't ever tell anybody anything.

If you do,

you start missing everybody.

J.D. Salinger
The Catcher in the Rye

Demure Desideratum
In savage storms the central calm waves seek.
Shore thrown, they swell and ultimately break
Upon dark, wild, unknown sands drowned and weak.
With dying fingers they the frail reeds shake.
Upon rugged mountains sheep huddle meek.
Battered by the wind their strengthless fram e s ache,
And into a deaf Ear they loudly bleat,
II Mercy ,
mercy." The storm does not slake.
Men would rob themselves of Life's moving force.
They make neither mistakes nor guiding choice,
But claim they must follow a fixed cours e
And Man must blindly act, he has no voice.
Have not men murdered Earth with confusion
And atoned themselves with pure illusion?
Gary Light
The Inconspicuous Navigator
Time eludes emotions.
Love is a passing sequence with no escape;
Enveloped in revolving patternsReality inflecting animation.
The end - obvious.
The beginning - oblivious to the mind.
Only passions to overcome,
But seeking finds no inner pleasure.
There is no beginning, no end.
Only life;
Not to acquire,
Not to understand.
Merely complacent
To exemplify
A vicissitude
In the epitome of navigation.
Patty n.ose
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I Sit Alone
i sit
alone.
campus is quickly deserted
as students
struggle to load a car
that didn't seer.!
so small before.
Rain--My Candle
Rain--my candle,
Wind--my silence--

& I hold a many tongued death

like me
those with last minute finals
try desperately
to study
leur francais.

in my eyes.

getting nowhere,
Jack Hill

they have the urge to throw up t:beir books
only to stc.re at
the empty wall,s
and wish
that they too could leave
for sumrr.er.
Kathryn J. Wagar

Three Figures

Wendell Perry
17

View From Prison
Would I could hold in eager-outstretched arms,
A rich October hill of golds and fawns.
Its beauty, surely, calls for more than sight;
I ache to touch; and add to sheer delight.
My spirit; rising breathless in my throat~ ;
Surveys a sapphire sky where no clouds float-And cries for freedom in its ecstasy;
To celebrate such azure purity.
With senses wheeling like the birds or'head,
My nose perceives tile smell of leaves long dead;
And dusty cobvlebs draped across my mind
Stretch, burst, dissolve:
no longer can they bind.
I grasp the wind with hopeless sieves of flesh
And feel it pass.
Its breath, untouched and fresh,
Spills bracken, pine, and earthy goldenrod
Into my brain like some split milkweek pod.

o feet of clay, 0 granite arms and legs;
Why stop me thus?, when my whole being begs
To gather in both hands this glorious day,
And be at one with autumn's lush bouquet.
Jan Martin
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There Is The Sound .
There is the sound of a thousand voices
But I can hear none of them.
They surround me like a concrete wall.
I call to them, but they can't hear me either.

Sometimes, I wonder what would happen
If someday they did hear me.
Would it really matter so mucb
The final contact, the final touch?

Would I be whole, or half a person
When my human need \vas met,
Or would I still be searching
For yet a better world?

If I had the power

reach out

t~ o

And grasp the world in my hands
Would I do it?
Or would I silently turn away?
Damyen

,
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There'll Be Toa3t and Singing
"Miss Bradshaw, phone Mr. Nussbaum and cancel my appointment for tomorrow morning. Go through the Wilson account and
send it to be processed."
"Yes sir."
"File the ARCO folders until I get back, and tell Mr. Waddy
I won't accept his price, he'll have to corne down."
"Yes sir."
"Reschedule the board meeting until ne x t Monday, and send
a copy of the agreed settlement to my ex-wife."
"I will sir."
"And Miss Bradshaw, please send my blue suit to the
cleaners."
"Got it all, sir. Really, I think everything will go well."
No reply.
The chauffered Catalina slid past the line of taxies
outlining the walk and deposited Vernon Barber in front of the
Eastern Airline terminal of Detroit International Airport. He
walked with a steady gait through the sliding door and his large
frame disappeared into the crowd.
"Flight 764 to Charleston now boarding at Gate 5."
The sound
echoed through the terminal.
Vernon hurried to the ticket office.
"All in order, sir" the receptionist smiled as she gl-anced
at his papers, "Check your luggage?"
"Yes, this one bag is all I have."
He was guided by the guards through the detective arch,
cleared: and then he walked along the ramp toward the stairs of the
plane. The jet noise penetrated his body and the brisk November air
slicked his black hair across his head revealing a large forehead
and grey beady eyes.
Vernon felt naked without his briefcase, ·and in a moment's
panic reached beside his seat and brushed his hand through the
piled carpet. He remembered this was not a business trip, but
the lump created in his throat did not fade instantly.
The stewardess, a thin redhead with a toothy smile, displayed
the tray of coffee and French pastry in front of him. He knew he
should let her pass but he did not. The scrambled eggs, bacon and
hot cakes he had eaten only hours before moved protestingly in his
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stomach. Even his seat belt tugged tightly at his waistline--it
was tighter than it had been seven years ago when he had made his
first alumni visit.
He checked his watch - 10:12.
For several years since his transfer to Detroit, Vernon had
not opened or read carefully his Beta Alumni News.
It was usually
shuffled to the floor, suffocated under piles of documents, or left
half-read for bigger business. Miss Bradshaw had left this letter
opened on top of his mail yesterday morning, and he had been hit with
nostalgia as he read of the homecoming events. On an impulse Vernon
had made arrangements to fly to Clayton for the day.
The stewardess reclaimed her tray and Vernon pushed the
lever reclining his seat to a semi-flat position.
His watch read 10:45.
The clouds cuddled around Vernon's window, like transparencies which no longer revealed the mid-morning smog of Detroit
but the clear rolling hills of the Appalachians.
HOMECOMING -- he wondered how many of the old gang would corne
back or would any of them be there. This uncertaincy laid
heavily on Vernon's stomach and brought thoughts of his first
visit to Clayton. Vernon's late grandparents had always lived
in West Virginia and he had visited them only sporadically during
his childhood. His parents were not surprised, however, when he
passed by the larger northeastern colleges and , decided to attend
the mini-university in Clayton only hours from his grandparents'
horne. Crowds had always frightened Vernon, and he had a strong
aversion to being closed in, surrounded and pushed, as in lines or
at cqunters. He disliked people touching him that he did not
know or would ever see again. Vernon remembered clearly the
emptiness he had felt when Grampa Barber pulled away from old
Whitney Hall. His roommate did not arrive and the cracker-box
walls of his room that night had tormented him with their whispers
of lonliness and desolation.
Seven years ... Vernon's face grew tight as his memory
slipped to thoughts of Ollie ... surely he would be there.
Ollie Green, the circus clown of CSU. What characters they
had been together, and together they were as roommates, teammates,
and fraternity brothers. Vernon sat remembering the first time he
had met Ollie--it was during the first few days of orientation.
The auditorium had been set up as a testing center and Vernon had
sat across from him to take his placement exam. The test was set
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for three long and tiresome hours, and as time passed Vernon grew
more and more nervous. Ollie had corne equipped with a wad of purple
bubble gum, and all through the test the constant cracking, slurping, and popping of his gum had driven Vernon to the breaking point.
The words in the questions began playing games with his eyes.
He could think of nothing but the constant smacking sound which
had amplified in his mind. He pulled at his hair, gritted his
teeth, bit his lip but nothing could wipe this obsession from his
mind. Finally, in desperation, he clamped his pen on his slate
and jerked a hateful glare in Ollie's direction. Ollie had blown
such a hugh bubble that it had exploded onto his test paper.
The tension broke. The entire exam was sticking to his face.
Vernon had felt so guilty about his whole-hearted laughter he
had stayed after, waiting for Ollie to recopy his exam. Ollie
had not minded the laughter at all, and as their relationship
developed, Vernon found out he almost thrived upon it. He remembered Ollie on a bet once chugging 14 glasses of milk and .
spending the remainder of the night crawling from room to room
with a cow bell clanging around his neck.
Ollie walked on a bounce, his curly white hair appeared
like a snug cap around his head. He was a prankster for sure
and pulled Vernon into his pranks more times than not. One night
close to Halloween, they had waited up for Chuckie, a frail
spiritualistic guy, to finish his campus roaming and corne to bed.
Seveial days before they had purchased a recording of the "100
most horrifying sounds and screams ll and feeling Chuckie to be one
of the most 100 horrifying creatures decided he should have a
chance to listen to it. After Chuckie had covered his eyes with
his sheet, Ollie slipped his record player near his head, set
the needle on the record, and slipped out of his room. When the
moans began, Chuckie shot out of his bed like a descendant from
the grave. A crowd had gathered outside his door and when they
opened it, he fainted.
Vernon was easily upset and in pressuring himself for grade
achievement, he often slipped into high-strung or depressed states.
Ollie had a talent for retrieving Vernon from these moods. How
many times had Vernon heard Ollie in his W.C. Fields voice say:
"Corne on Vern. Cheer Up! Ole 01 can solve all your problems.
I have this talent, you see, I wish ern away. II Ollie could perhaps
wish away their problems or at least cover them neatly up. However, CiS and D's always appeared hauntingly on his final report.
And Vernon pulling the A's he was striving for cashed in on Ollie's
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encouragement anQ enthusiasm.
Vernon during his college years had been quite attractive;
his carriage and ability to wear clothes well distracted from
his otherwise unappealing facial features.
Alone, he had no
way with girls. Ollie, however, addressed anyone who wore a
skirt. They loved his attention, his teasing and his compliments,
and they were sure to leave with joyful tears after an evening
with him. He checked out girls "that had the eye for Vernon"
and pushed him in the general direction. If Vernon had considered
himself backward before his college days, there was no chance of
it now. Ollie had even persuaded Vernon to go with him to the
orphanage where he told stories to the children on Wednesday
nights. He was a wonder with the kids. Even Sister Michelle,
a strong disciplinarian who had raised many an eyebrow at Ollie's
stories, had begun to call him "Uncle Ollie." They had made a
pledge to always keep in touch, to never forget. Ollie lived only
a six-hour drive away from Clayton and had taken Vernon to the
Airport that sticky June day after graduation. They had felt
foolish as they departed teary-eyed.
"They'd think we were a couple of damn girls," Ollie had '
stammered out. That had been good-bye.
The stewerdess nudged Vernon reminding him to fasten his
seat belt again for let down.
Vernon felt sick; he checked his watch 11:40. He wondered
why he had even decided to come back ..• he wasn't missed •.. he
wouldn't be recognized .•. times had changed •.. the campus ... the
fraternity. He would be an outsider ••. why hadn't he called someone to meet him •.• Ollie ..• how stupid to try to relive memories
after seven years.
The plane circled and landed at Charleston Airport. Vernon
still had about three-hours drive to Clayton. He rented a car at
t.he terminal. The roads ahead of him were unfamiliar and he painfully realized he was in need of a map. He scanned it over and
threw it into the backseat. He would take Old 60 he thought, why
should he be in a hurry.
He had driven this road to Charleston and back many a Saturday
night with Ollie and their dates. Familiar stops and old landmarks
passed and memories again filled his head and he tried piecing
these thoughts together. Vernon knew he had been the one to let
this friendship with Ollie slip away. The letters of Ollie's he had
laughed at and cherished. He had read them over and over laughing
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outloud and holding on to each word. These same letters now
turned his thoughts to guilt, and several of the last one's he
had not even read. Ollie had married only two years after graduation in '64 and Vernon had not - gone to the wedding, or for that
matter, sent any gift or explanation.
Vernon began to rationalize with himself. What's the fuss
he thought. People do it all the time. What about the other
friends he had not seen or talked to. Why was he looking for
some kind of solution; it had not been all his fault.
Shortly
after graduation he had met and married Shirley Rockfield of Rockfield Enterprises. Her grandfather, Jack Rockfield, had shaped
and built his business into the promising position it held, and
Shirley's father was born and bathed in a home of luxury. And
he spared no expense on his daughter. She had been so enticing
and challenging, a tiny thing, just a fireball of untiring energy.
He had thought then. And with their marriage had come interviews,
business, meetings, appointments, and they had not ended even to
this day. But the marriage to Shirley had ended officially eight
months ago.
"Vernon, take those tacky pictures off the wall," we could
hear her saying, "Who are all those clunks anyway?"
"They are frie~ds of mine from school, Shirley, fraternity
brothers, NOT clunks."
"Oh yes! From Klacton U.!!"
"Clayton, Shirley."
"Oh whatever ... Are you still receiving love letters'
darling after three years?"
"It's a letter from Ollie, you remember me speaking of him,
he-"Poopsy, Zip me? Mus'snt keep our guests waiting."
And guests were uppermost in Shirley's mind. She was a genius
at playing her little social games, especially at Vernon's expense.
"Mr. Leroy, Do come in! So nice to see you tonight," she
would callout.
"Vernon? He's doing fine, considering, Father has
sort of taken him under his wing."
Vernon had proven himself to be a capable businessman much
to the Family's surprise, but Shirley never missed a dig at her
influential pull. He never could really fit into her life. He
had changed; but the change had been so gradual, by such small
degrees, that he had not felt the impact until she had walked out
for good. Business, business, he dwelled in it now, no time for
living.
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The late afternoon sun had began to cast its shadows over
the campus, but the sun held its yellow brightness. The air
was biting cold, and Vernon noticed the scarfs sliding over
the cold red noses of girls and guys walking in twos down the
pavement.
There was the old corner square where Ugly Joe's Bar had been
now it was a new Pizza Inn. The leaves had fallen and through
the wooden webs that were left standing bare, the old campus
building could be seen. Vernon merged into the traffic that was
tapering off from the afternoon game.
Red and yellow crepe paper,
and bits of paper carnations and live mums from the floats danced
across main street. They were pushed by the wind, stopped momentarily to gather together, then dispersed into the air again.
He circled around the campus searching for a parking spot,
and squeezed into a tiny slot at the back of 8th Street. As he
strolled up to the stately Beta Chapter House, he was already
planning his strategy. He would slip in through the back door
unnoticed ••• or perhaps he should peep into the side window just
to case it out .•. to be sure. But i t was too late--Matt Howell
sighted him down the walk.
"It . can't be!
It can't be!" Matt shouted.
"Of all the wild
sights to see!"
Vernon's smile stretched and cracked his frozen face and he
embraced Matt warmly.
"Well what are you doing here?" Matt continued to exclaim,
"It's been so long--we, we didn't even know if you were still
around."
Vernon tried stammering out a few excuses, when he noticed
the scene had caused a crowd to gather on the front lawn. Vernon
learned that Matt had remained on at the University in Administration
and was one of the Beta's Senior advisors. He began to introduce
Vernon to the younger members of the club, who bobbed their heads
agreeably as if he had stepped out of an old legend.
Vernon saw no sign of Ollie.
"Matt, you have ••. I mean •.• have you heard anything from
Ollie, you know Ollie Green."
"I thought I should be asking you that question, Vernon.
But actually Ollie keeps in touch, has been a big help, donation
wise and all I mean. He'll be here. Got a letter from him just
two weeks ago. He's moving West in a few days."
Vernon's spirits lifted and he wanted to know more, but before
he could ask, he was caught up in the excitement. The front
room of the house was crowded with dancing, a multitude of arms
and legs spanning out in different directions, figures bumping to
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and fro to the tempo of the music. The smoke-filled barroom
smelled of hard liquor and beer and Vernon, helping himself, began
to feel loose and more relaxed. He watched as new graduates
returning only a year or two later, looped to the brim, retold
tales of their years at Clayton . . Each guy talked above the
others trying to convince them that his adventures had to be the
"clincher" and "no one could top this." Vernon's eyes searched
the crowd again and again. He was longing for this same reunion.
He wanted to clap Ollie on the back, walk shoulder to shoulder
around the old frat house, and tell of their tales that surely
could not be beat. He flipped through the pages of old photo
albums. The pages had turned a stale brown and the pictures no
longer displayed were clumped together in the creases of the book.
Vernon wondered if it was the booze going to his head or simply
the atmosphere that made him teel so sentimental. He wanted very
badly to talk with Ollie.
A hush began to fall over the household and the fraters and
dates filed into the trophy room, and Vernon found himself with
them relaxed in front of the fireplace. They began to sing sQme
of the old-traditional Beta songs and Vernon too stumbled through
the half-forgotten words .•• "We'll have our reunion, there'll
be toast and singing. And you'll hear us bringing praises to
Beta, Beta .•. "
Above the singing, the telephone rang and Ollie's voice rang
clear through the receiver. Matt, reaching the phone first,
motioned for Vernon who had already begun stepping his way over
the couples seated on the oval rug.
"I really hate to miss it," Ollie spoke rapidly.
"Ollie? Matt's voice was questioning.
But Ollie's voice only quickened.
"Can't talk long, my last
girl, you remember Rose, the one with all the freckles .•• "
"Appendicitis, I'm at the hospital now," Ollie explained.
"Ollie, Ver---"
"I'll keep in touch."
Vernon reaching the phone took the receiver from Matt's hands.
"Ollie" Vernon started with delight but he only heard the
click of the receiver.
"Ollie, Operator!?" but no answer.
Vernon's senses were numbed. The stale booze churned against
the walls of his empty stomach and made him sick. He was no longer
filled with the warmth of a homecoming. He felt old and lost.
Danna Nunn
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Performance
I live like one
of Apollo's horses
hitched to a great chariot.
The sun is so hot
against my back that only
running in the sky makes senseif sense can be made
in delirium. This is
a hell of a job
but the sun must make the rounds.
will find rest after I
die
and no longer feel the burning
behind me or the stinging of
a whip

I

Darrell R. Moneyhon
Threads of Melancholy
My emotions flare up
and fade away
Each feeling
increases
my
anticipation.

The pure anguish
of
my
loneliness
Is the only burden
of
my
existence.

Somet:imes
my
frustrat_ion
is unbearable.
It tires my mind
and
saps
my enthusiasm.

I know not
how to restrain my soul
From its constant search
to find another
to share my existence.

Debra A. White
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Loneliness

My
loneliness
is
a
one-sided affair.
Perhaps
that
is

why
it
is
so sad.

Debra A. White

Quieter

I chose to turn,
to thrust myself against
unending \'dnd
and find its source.

I found it within.
Bob Callahan
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Bob Newman

Photogram
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Oblivious
People talking, laughing, music playing loudly
but softly in

Illy

mind, for all sounds blend into

a blur of nothingness.

My mind a million miles away ... Or is it only
ten?

Rain coming down.

Each drop seperate and alone

but surrounded by millions of fellow droplets.

It is only when someone reaches out of that blur
to touch me, or a fellow droplet collides into
another to make one, that the world becomes real
and the obliviousness disappears.

Linda C. Johnson
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Bob Newman

Photograph
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,J
A Priest

Wendell Perry
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ONE;

You Stand Alone

Child born under star of fortune shine on.
Never say die.

Never say live, but live without

knowing the joy and it will be there.
All that the world possesses is yours for the taking.
Love will be yours; tears will dig paths, but will
wash clean those ruts.
Unique are you ----- ONE; you stand alone.
Marvelous creation originating from the realm of
Darkness and Light, neither Hell nor Heaven,
but something beyond sight; beyond touch.
Do what you will.
Judgment at its peak is yours.
Child of the clouds and stars, treading on dirt Earth,
Forgive our commonness.
We are we, but you are You; alone.
Bonnie Spencer

Love is patient; love is kind and envies no one.
Love is never boastful, nor conceited, nor rude;
never selfish, not quick to take offence.

Love

keeps no score of wrongs; does not gloat over other
men's sins, but delights in the truth.

There is

nothing love cannot face; there is no limit to
its faith, its hope, and its endurance.

St. Paul
1 Corinthians

Knowing When To Leave
[Fiction: First Prize]
Annie leaned over the wooden railing listening breathlessly
for some sound of life below. Her tall, lanky figure stretched
taut as she tipped forward, her weight on her arms. Cocked to
one side then the other, her head was shrouded in a web of tangled
hair.
It was morning or at least she thought it was morning but
then the rather cloudy sky may really have been some lefto~er
darkness.
She pulled herself down and held her body limply as
she rolled her head around. No clocks, not a one upstairs, and
Mom said she wasn't old enough for a watch. But that was dumb
because Linda Lawson and Billy Schoemaker both had one, and he
couldn't even tell time.
A cough followed by a scraping sound jarred her to attention
and she leaped down the stairs hitting every creaky step with
two feet for added effect.
"Well, you're an early bird," greeted her grandfather as
she bounded into the kitchen.
"What would you like for breakfast?"
But without waiting for a reply he reached down a white cup,
chipped on the handle, and filled halfway with coffee. To
this he added milk and sugar and placed it and a box of sugar
cookies in front of her. Annie dunked half of each cookie with
ladylike grace as she and Pops, a family name for her grandfather,
discussed the major events of the past week. The account started
mildly with the weather and worked to an uproar as she described
an irate Tommy Johnson telling Mrs. Davis to go to "you know where"
because she made him rewrite his spelling paper.
Outside they could hear the sparrows splashing in the bird
bath and chirping loudly for their breakfast ration of crumbs.
Annie scooted off her seat and pulled several almost empty bags
from the bread drawer. She shredded the leftover heels onto a
paper plate and exited with a bang out the side screen door.
Without a doubt it was morning now for the sun poured down on
her face, crinkling her cheeks around two blue peepholes and
fading her crisp cotton to a softer pink. The teeny birds played
a curious battle with the bread especially a small baby that
tore with its beak a too large piece of crust. So delighted and
laughing as it gyrated its head from side to side, Annie hollered,
"Pops! Pops, come here quick!" and frightened the poor thing away.
"What's wrong, Gabby?" Annie turned around and gave him her
smirky smile in retort to his teasing nickname. Then turning back
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to her hungry friends, she asked quietly, "Pops, where will the
birds live when they take your house away?"
"Oh, they'll probably come and live with you. You do have
a spare bed, don't you?"
"Ah Pops, I mean really. Do they have relatives to live
with?"
"Why sure honey. They'll just visit an aunt or uncle until
it's time to go to Florida. It won't be too long till winter
now. "
"Well, I still don't think it's fair."
"What's fair?"
"To make birds move without even asking them. I bet they
don't want a bridge here."
"Well, while you're talking it over with them I'm going on
the front porch and say a rosary for Grandma - okay?"
"Can I ride ·the Big Wheel when I'm done?"
But Pops didn't hear the question. He walked slowly up the
tiny sidewalk narrowed between house and lawn, the very house and
lawn that had been his and Grandma's for their fifty three years
of married life. Now the "poor old soul" was dead and in a matter
of weeks so would .the house and lawn. He touched the swing-set
as he . came by it, and rubbing a finger along its surface he felt
the blisters made by the summer's heat. But this was his last
day and there was no time for new paint now.
Annie found him half an hour later sitting in a lawn chair
staring at the sky. Scraping the plastic of the Big Wheel up
one step onto the porch, she pulled it in front of him and sat
down.
"I made some pies for us. They're baking in the sun."
"Looks like you got part of them on you," and he wiped a
cake of sand from her chin.
"Pops, are you really coming home with us tonight?"
"Yes, that's the way it looks. I guess your mom and dad'll
be down after lunch. Can't - -"
" - - But Pops, what about the furniture and the lawn mower
and all your tools?"
"The movers are coming tomorrow and your mom and dad will
take care of it. So don't worry - I --"
"But Pops, where are you going to put it all? Our house is
too small and - -"
"Quiet down, Gabby," and smiling he ran his plam down across
her face.
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"Oh, Pops, you're mean.
I wish people would tell me things.
I'm already nine and I even made my First Communion."
"Now listen, I'd tell you but I just don't know. It's up
to your parents and aunts and uncles. We might even sell a lot
of it. It doesn't really matter anymore. I'm just glad Grandma
isn't here to see it. She always loved this house.
He picked up his rosary and fingering the beads began his
silent prayers once more. So Annie moved the Big Wheel quietly
to the sidewalk and rode up to the corner to play.
After buying her groceries and doing her laundry at the
Wash-o-Mat, located on a grassy knoll by the red brick alley,
Annie returned with an imagination full of cookies and clean
diapers to find Pops snoozing in his chair. His bald, freckled
head shined in the noontime brightness and his skin hung limply
on his tall, bent frame. Annie wanted to climb up and sit on
his lap, but she knew she was too big for that. Still she
wanted to do something special so he'd know that she'd miss the
house and that it wasn't a bunch of lumber like her dad has said ...
"Now look Linda, the house is just a pile of lumber. Don't
try to make it into some kind of relic. Your dad will adjust.
God knows it's going to be worse on us.
I don't see why you're
brother couldn't take him in. His house is a lot larger than ours."
"Oh Ed, be reasonable. I suppose the next thing you'll want
1.S to send him to a home.
Good Lord - I --"
"Linda, I only meant --"
"Mom, I thought Pops was going to live here. Why are
"
Well, it wasn't a pile of lumber - it was Pops' house. His
trees, his bushes, his swing-set, his roses. Well, really they
were Grandma's roses. But the bushes were Pops. And it didn't
seem fair to build a bridge here even if it was Emmon's Domain.
"Pops," Annie whispered shaking his knee.
"Oh, I must have fallen asleep. What have you been doing?"
"I bought you some Oreos and peanut butter and eggs for
breakfast and ..• Pops, who's Emmon?"
"Emmon?"
"Yes, Mom said they had to sell your house on account of it's
Emmon's Domain."
"That's imminent domain, and it's a law that says I have to
sell it to the government because it'll help everybody."
"Well it doesn't seem fair and I wouldn't sell the house no
matter what they said. You bought it and that's what counts. I
bet Grandma wouldn't have let them have it. Why can't you just
say no?"
"Be - cause Annie," and he pulled up a chair and sat her down
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opposite him, "That's part of life. You have to go to school
because it's a law that all children have to get an education."
"But I want to go to schooJ."
"Yes, but not everyone does. And then you have to be a good
person because it's God's law. And somday you'll have to work
hard to earn money to live on. They're things you have to do
because that's the way life is. And when you're grown up a little
more, you'll understand."
"Pops, just tell me one thing and I won't ask anymore
questions."
"What Gabby?"
"Don't you like this house?"
His eyes wandered down the side yard past the swingset
to the roses and the fruitless peach tree.
"Yes, Annie, I love this house very much. Now we'd better
go eat lunch."
The Flintstones had Annie laughing when her parents arrived
late in the afternoon. Pops sat in his favorite green chair
enjoying the show with his granddaughter. Anymore he enjoyed
cartoons the best because the distinct outlines were easy to see
with his bad eyes. His vision had become so poor in the past
year that even witn his special magnification light, he had a
hard time reading large print. Annie's mom kissed her father and
inquired if her daughter had been behaving herself. Pops winked
at Gabby and gave a lengthy negative report to the enjoym~nt of
her mom. Uncomfort~bly and somewhat nervous, Annie's dad finally
went to the refrigerator to get one of the beers, always kept
for the aunts and uncles. He was a husky man with a neat haircut
and dark pants and a blue cotton shirt. Making Annie move, he
took the chair adjacent to Pops and beside his wife. Linda was
a tall large-boned woman with a very soft face for a lady of forty.
Chattering away about the pretty day and last night's dinner, she
seemed anxious to ignore her husband's questioning looks.
"Annie, why don't you go set the table for dinner," her father
urged, determined to get to the heart of the issue.
Annie sauntered to the kitchen and crept about softly so
as to overhear most of what was said.
"Linda and I thought we'd go over the plans for tomorrow
with you. The movers will be here about one, which should give
us time to pack up the rest of your clothes and get together
anything else that comes to our house."
"Did you want to stay tonight too, or are you coming home
with us I've got the room ready for you whenever."
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111'11 leave tonight. 1I

IIWell, you can always corne back down tomorrow with us.
There'll be lots of room in Ed's __ II
IINo, I'll stay at your house with Annie. II
IIWell, sure Dad -- I just thought
II
IIThere's something else we wanted to go over with you,ll
Ed began even though Linda was furiously saying IInoll with her
eyes.
IIWe thought we'd go down piece by piece and see exactly
what you want to keep or give to someone or maybe sell. Like
the television for instance. We already have ... 11
Annie was sick; she couldn't let them do this to him.
Throwing down the silverware she ran in and told Pops he'd better
check the dinner lI'cause it smelled like something was burning. II
Her dad put the papers back into his hip pocket and the subject
was dropped.
Dinner was a series of silences broken only now and then by
a spattering of conversation. Annie's morn kept commenting on
how nicely Sandy's bedroom had been renovated.
Sandy was a junior
now in a southern college and from now on she would share Annie's
room on vacations. Once the phone rang and it was Uncle Jerry
asking when the movers would arrive tomorrow. Annie herself sat
silent, staring at her plate of uneaten meat loaf. Even her
favorite biscuits seemed unappealing in the death-like atmosphere
of the room.
.
hfter dinner Pops went back to his chair on the front porch
to say another rosary on Grandma's pearl beads. Annie wanted to
go out too, but her mother told her she had to help dry dishes.
While her morn washed, her dad sat at the table drinking another
beer.
IILinda, your dad is going to have to corne to grips with
II
this. He just can't pretend it's not going to happen. He
IIS0 does he have to be tortured into a piece by piece
decision of what to do with every damn item in the house. II She
dropped the plastic cup she was holding and Annie scooped it
up and handed it back.
liEd, that's just plain torture. 1I
IINow you know perfectly well some decisions have got to be
made. And heaven knows that brother Jerry of yours isn't going
to get involved, not unless it means some money for him. II
IIPlease don't talk about my brother that way. Just because
he's got a good business while you're still struggling after
twenty years is no reason to degrade him. He's the one who got
a lawyer and negotiated the settlement on the house, didn't he?1I
IIThat's only because of the money and you know it. 1I

.

"

"No, I don't. But I do know that that's the last beer you
need tonight."
"Well, I think I'll need another to cope with this whole
mess."
"Oh Ed, you'd think it was some kind of stranger coming to
live with ' us. It's my father. Now please - pl-ea-se -- don't
make it harder on me. I need your support."
"All right! All -- right.
I'm sorry. This thing has just
got me on edge." And getting up he enfolded her in his arms and
kissed her lightly on her forehead.
Annie sat in the red rocker next to Pops and moved back and
forthj her feet on the edge of the seat. It was a calming
twilight with a full moon echoed behind a movement of clouds. A
breeze slid along the branches of the tree out front and circled
about her head and shoulders as it passed along to the backyard.
From somewhere upstairs in the house came a muffled shuffling and
screeching as drawers were pulled open and furniture moved about
by her parents. She wished they'd never come down and she could
rock and rock and still be rocking next to her grandfather when
the first bulldozers came. She looked over at him now resting
motionlessly in his green ribbed lawn chair. The rosary lay in
his lap but there was thought in his eyes as they eased carefully
from star to moon to blue to grass and back to star again. His
silence said more to her than all the talking her parents had
ever engaged in. A train whistled in the distance and the moistness
of the river permeated the air.
Once when she was younger, Grandma had rocked her in this
very chair and worn out from a long day of play Annie had fallen
asleep. She awoke just long ' enough to feel Pops strong arms
carry her into the front room and lay her gently on the cot.
She rocked harder and then let the motion carry itself. She
rubbed her knee and felt the scar from an unplanned fall from one
of Pop's tricycles. Pops kept her leg propped up that day on a
footstool and fed her dinner from a T.V. tray. She let that
leg fall down and she pushed hard again at the concrete.
Looking over at him, she saw his head nodding, his chin
dangling above his chest. So tired - too tired. Sometimes he
seemed just like her, as if he knew just what she was thinking.
And when he called her "Gabby" she felt so special and just had
to smile. But maybe if he saw her everyday, even when she was
bad -- well maybe that would change. And who wanted a bridge
anyway. It just wasn't fair.
Annie pulled her leg back up and huddled in the corner with
her hands around her knees, and remained silent and thinking. The
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street light came on and lightening bugs darted around the bushes.
The moon revealed itself full and a bright Crayola yellow that
was reflected in windows and car hoods. And unmoving, the two
were part of a silent vigil unplanned, unpremeditated - evolved
out of a special understanding current between them.
The final departure came without a flourish.
Her parents
loaded the car with Pops' clothes and other personal effects,
and bagged the remaining food and filled half the back seat. Doors
were locked, lights turned off, and the yard furniture was stowed
under the back porch. They all stood ill at ease near the doorway
waiting seemingly for some kind of signal to depart.
Her father was just starting toward the car when Annie broke
away suddenly and ran to the swing-set.
IIpush me Pops! Push me!1I
Her long, too-old-for-the-swing-set legs dragged in the
grassless soil as her hands clung to the rusty chains. Pops'
eyes met hers and he walked with certainty to the familiar spot.
A smile filled out his face as he heaved and pushed his growing
girl. She soared higher and higher, foot scrapping the dirt
when she bent her legs too low. Up and back; up and back, and
their two faces harmonized in the lateness of the evening. At
last pulling her from the swing he carried her still giggling
in his arms to the car and got in.
Annie's parents stood dazed through the whole unexpected
scene and were glad when Pops and their daughter were secure
at last in the back seat. They climbed in the car and Annie's
dad drove up the empty street.
Pops never looked back, but sat instead staring at the small
girl in his arms, who was slowly nodding to sleep.

Maryanne Walters
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Haiku
He gazes at me,
I blossom like a flower
On a warm spring day ~
Mal "tha Ann Sparkman

Jodi
I think your mind
is a silence of mousetraps,

& the sparkling facets
in your eyes,
coded sequence on master panel.
Warm though you beyou don't fool mc .. woman,
and I am waiting
for your mind
to become a roaring of the lion.
Jack Hill
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Photograph

Bob Newman
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Latane's Poem
Candlelight dinners
with wine and giggles.
Long rides at that special time
part day, part night.
Quiet hours spent learning
birthdays and favorite colors
Soft kisses and hugs
given just to be taken.
Belonging without holding.
Giving without a price.
Glennda Duncan

The Humble Clown
Before you I play the jester,
Going through my tricks
to keep you amused.
I dance and spin and laugh
Cherishing the fervent hope
that I shall please you
And still your variant moods
Pull me as a puppet in the hands
of a willful master.
As your friend I shou2d ~alk beside you
Pacir:g m~i steps with yours.
I can do no less.
I should do no more.
And still I play the jest.
Glennda I)uncan
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Bridge

Candy Barbee
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A.T.

'72

Like the quiet light of a star
In a moonless January sky,
She entered me and
Held me spellbound . .
Stars always shine on us,
Even when daylight hides half their glow.
So was she present in me-Though absence concealed her.
Beauty is more than silence penetrating.
Her voice in song molded my
Gaze, melted my soul,
And stays with me
Like a note plucked on a guitar
Tingles in my ear
Long after the finger leaves the string.
Absence softens the sound,
But does not stifle the vibrating
Still in me.
Captured by silent beauty,
Gone, yet here in me.
Liquifi'ed by voice
Flowing through me now--Yet afraid of what is still real.
She is angelic and human both.
Goddess and Bitch.
I float in her giving light,
Free, yet one with her.
But I also bang my head
In her stone-cold selfish self,
The midnight mist beneath the starlight.
The starglow meets with mist a~d joins ...
Illuminating me without removing the
Damp Chill.
Can I endure both?
Or will the fog yield and
Dissolve before the night's
Quiet Light?
I shall stay beneath the starshine then.
Otherwise,
I must leave beauty with the dripping cold
And go inside.
Bill Wiglesworth
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The Pretty Things
"Well? Well?"
Jim stood there, impatient and excited as a boy. He knew
he'd really pulled a good one this time. He was waiting for
Eloise to show how happy she was.
She was. So happy that she was stunned at first. Then
she burst into tears in front of the embarrassed moving men.
They shifted uneasily back and forth in front of their empty
piano crate, looking at their gloved hands and out of the living
room picture window. They looked anywhere but at this bluesuited, greyish-red-haired fellow who was laughing and holding
his wife while she cried the stiffness out of his shirt.
"God," she said, nervously swiping at her cheeks, "My God,
Jimmy, I haven't even been around a piano in - how long? Was
it eight years since we moved back from Washington?"
"Eight years. At least. Happy fifteenth anniversary.
I
promised you I'd get a good job and buy you a piano, finally.
So I finally did. Well, look at it, touch it."
She had a gentle, nearly reverent way of touching really
nice things. Whenever she picked up pretties in a store that
were too expensive to be more than held, her hands always shook
a little. That was what they were doing now.
"Well, go ahead, Ellie. Play it."
"I can't. It's been too long. Where did I put all my music?
In the coat closet."
But he caught her arm and opened the piano bench. There
were three piles of all the old pieces of music from back when
she was in high school and the two years of college.
"Its too much, Jimmy. Its so beautiful."
The movers were sidling up to Jim with the moving bill.
He laughed and handed them too much money, and shook hands with
them as they left. The two movers were grinning, and walked
in the cold October air with quick heavy steps to their van,
knowing that the little woman got her piano because of them,
and feeling pleased and manly about it.
Eloise sat down with little exclamations of pleasure, touching but not playing the keys at first, sliding the bench up and
then a little bit farther back, testing the pedals. Finally she
hesitantly trickled out a melody with one hand while she felt for
the clusters of notes with her other hand.
"Eight years is a long time" she muttered.
Her playing was slow and careful. She frowned. But the
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sounds were pretty to Jimmy. He sat down in a chair and listened
with respect. Eloise had started into college on a one-year
scholarship because of this piano-playing business. Now she
played for nearly an hour, making mistakes and repeating, hitting
right sounds and smiling, while he watched her.
"What was that one?" he finally asked her, coming up behind
and looking over her shoulder, "That's pretty."
"Nothing yet. Just an old song I used to playa lot better
back in high school."
"Sounds nice."
"Oh, there's lots of notes I'm not even playing. See all these
here?"
From what it looked like to Jim, there were about seven
notes for every time you played a sound, almost.
"You used to play all those at once, too.
I remember."
"Not just melodies and chords like now. Never thought I'd
get a chance to catch up again."
Jim sat down on the bench beside her and put his arm around
her.
"Come on. Let me help. I'll play this one here."
"That one?"
"And you play all the rest. When we come to this note hey, one note doesn ,t t play very often, maybe I better have two
notes ' to play, and then you can have all the rest -"
She was laughing and hugging him, "You crazy man, I married
a crazy man."
"Well, happy fifteenth anniversary. Howcome you married a
crazy man, anyhow?"
"So I could have crazy children, I guess."
The kids were long gone to school, Rick and Sue to the
grade school and Karen to the half-day kindergarten. It was
October again. Today was another anniversary. The sixteenth.
Jim was in California. No amount of bargaining with vacation
days had been able to get him home from the conference even the
one day early. Well. They would celebrate on Sunday.
Eloise kept remembering the day the piano had come. She
wanted to playa little this morning, but it was Friday. Friday
morning was Mother Gre 7ne's morning.
"You get ~ in tly~ morning, Ellie. You want the sun to
sit up there, just s:i,;t up there all day, and nobody even notice?"
And after they / got back with the every-Friday-morning
shopping, Eloise s~t on Mother Greene's kitchen stool - that she
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had used to stand on, to wash dishes - watching the old woman
putting away groceries while she talked and talked oblivious to
the time.
"Time should be so slow for me," Eloise thought, "The kids
always growing, and breaking things, and losing clothes. Jimmy
so far away now. Anyway, I remember when every word Mother
Greene said was God's truth too. Was that so long ago?"
As always, Mother Greene boiled water for them in a tin pan
on the back of her ancient gas stove. The kitchen had smelled
like instant coffee and lilac sachet, and they had sat together
at the kitchen table:
"No, Ellie, I don't want a new electric stove. Don't let
the family buy me one for Christmas, then.
Don't let them.
I
don't trust all this electric in the houses.
It leaks. No,
now static electric gets in your hair. Doesn't it. And wait,
don't interrupt, it's like radiation, somehow.
I have to put
up with the lights, but I don't want electric escaping allover,
from a stove, too.
I mean, I can smell gas, now can't I. That's
safer, so.
No use to argt.:e, Ellie.
I figured it all out."
N6, there was no use in arguing with Mother Greene.
She
was right in her own world.
She had her own internal poetic
unity.
Hurrying back horne, to get there before 'Karen did from her
half-day kindergarten, Eloise sat down to try to playa little
again. She was playing piano today, though, the way she washed
dishes: careful and careless, with her thoughts far away.
"-when there was nothing more important to do than just
play ... sitting in the Presbyterian Church by myself for hours ...
It was more exciting than packing ten thousand mustard and baloney
and rye sandwi tches now" for the guys for school. Made me feel
beautiful. That's the thing.
I felt beautiful. How can you
feel beautiful, or even interesting, when you're cleaning dried
oatmeal out of the plastic bowls that margerine comes in?"
But she didn't play longer than a couple minutes, really,
before she started feeling guilty. The laundry wasn't getting
done.
Soon she stood up, leaving the piano music on the stand.
Eloise hardly ever closed the lid to the keyboard, either. That
was like admitting, "No, I don't have time."
The door slammed.
"Hey Momma. Michael James and me, after school today we
played lndians in the school sandpile. We missed the bus.
I
walked horne all by myself."
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"But its been drizzling rain off and on all morning and -"
Standing by the piano now ~as Karen: a gingery confusion
of grit, and wet sand, and brown-flaking, soppy clothes.
"The mess. My God, Karen, look at you! Look at the living
room rug! Don't you have any intelligence at all?"
"I'm swearing at a five year old," she thought. Ashamed,
she drew a deep breath.
"Well, where's your sweater in all that
mess?"
"I don't know, Momma. Maybe Michael buried it. Maybe he
pretended it was one of the dead Indians. Maybe he gave it a
Christian burial. Like they did on Gunsmoke.
I think that's
maybe what he did, Momma."
"Oh, you think so, huh? How in Heaven's name am I ever
going to find it again?"
"People always put a cross on Christian dead places."
After Karen was in a tub soaking and told not to move,
hardly, Eloise cut across the three lawns to the school, feeling
like a fool, walking quickly through the deserted playground.
Two stickes were jammed into a watery mound of sand, tied
together with somebody's sand-crusted sock. Eloise poked with
the sticks and unearthed a sodden wool and sand hunk that had
once been a new sweater.
"Excuse me," somebody was walking up behind her, "but I
think you've got something of mine there."
.
Eloise stood up quickly.
It was Michael James's mother,
a hefty woman, a cafeterian cook at the school, with black hair
straining out from beneath a too-thin summer scarf.
"My boy's sock," she said, taking the sticks out of Eloise's
hands, "sure am glad I live so close to the school. Those kids of
mine always dropping things allover the place. You know, I used
to be embarrassed showing up here, looking for clothes. But you
get accustomed to doi~g a lot of crazy things when you've got
seven kids."
"Seven? How do you stay sane?"
"Now what woman in her right mind would have seven kids in
the first place?"
"But how do you have time for anything else?"
"I don't."
"Oh. "
Mrs. James was unwrapping the sock from the sticks.
"Yuck. What a mess.
I use a lot of cold water for getting
sand out. I know I never yell at them enough. Guess I get
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tickled and laugh too easy. But I can tell you, I wouldn't
trade those kids of mine for the world."
"Not even the whole world?" Eloise thought.
She smilled
back at this hearty person with her face and hands red from the
cold, and she felt weak by cO~Jarison.
"She's got an apron on under that coat," Eloise thought,
and she'll have to hurry horne because something's on the stove."
"Well, I turned down the potat.oes but I can't leave them
for long," Mrs. James said. "Take care of yourself dear. Try
lots of cold water for that.
See you sometime."
Eloise held the dripping sweater away from her as she cut
back across the lawns to her horne.
She - wrapped it in a towel
and dropped it in the bathroom sink for while she washed the sand
out of Karen's hair. Karen played with making soap-bubble
animals out of the shampoo and didn't complain as much as usual.
"Momma, I got nothing to do," Karen said, after she was
randomly dressed.
"Draw me pictures while I get lunch," Eloise said.
"I got my crayons here. What do you want me to draw?"
".Draw I.ndians. And polar bears."
Karen sat on the floor in her brother's out-grown jeans
and a tee shirt, her wet hair curling out from under the towel
on her head that wouldn't stay there for long.
"Even so, you're a pretty girl," Eloise thought. "At least
you're pretty to me.
I guess I'll never really know how you
look to other people."
"You are a pretty girl," Eloise said aloud, "Karen, when was
the last time I told you that you were a pretty girl?"
"Yesterday I guess."
"Well, you are."
Eloise picked the towel-wrapped sweater up, and started
downstairs to the basement.
The phone rang.
"Hi, Hon.
I got a chance to go to a store today, and I yeah, I know I told you I'd call at nine, but I wanted to tell
you now - I bought you an extra anniversary present. There it
just was there, you know, I found the prettiest nightgown and a
robe that matches.
Its some filmy green stuff.
Its got white
feathers sewed in around the top.
Pretty damn sexy looking, if
you ask me."
She was standing at the basement extension phone, with the
towel and sweater still in her hand, sand gritting between her
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fingers.
"So of course I got the saleslady to wrap it up for my
beautiful sexy wife."
She started to laugh, standing there, looking at the sweater
and her sandy fingers, "You crazy man. You call me up to tell
me that, all the way from California? You wonderful crazy man."
"Well, why not? How's everything?"
"Fine. Karen's watching television."
"Tell her Dad says 'hi'. Ellie, I miss you.
I'm really
sorry about the conference."
"It doesn't matter. Really."
"So we get married on the fourteenth instead of the twelfth
this year.
I guess it doesn't really make a whole lot of
difference - does it?"
"No Jimmy, it really doesn't."
"Well, I'm not going to tell you what the other presents
are. So don't ask me."
"1 won't ask."
"Well, I'll call back at nine."
After she hung up, Eloise ran a tub of cold water in the
basement, and threw in the sweater. It looked so funny now.
Jimmy would laugh when she told him about it.
Upstairs she started the lunch, Karen was drawing trees
in front of the blaring television set.
"You're pretty, Karen. You are a silly old pretty girl."
Karen didn't look up. She probably hadn't heard.
"I'd better try to coax some of that sand out of the rug,
before the guys come in from school and grind it in."
A few minutes later, Eloise was leaning over a roaring
vaccum cleaner next to the piano. She reached for the keyboard
cover, and closed it.

Doris Ludwick
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Drawing
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Steve Reynolds

Must Be The End
must be the end
of the game.
I

came in the middlemissing ....... .

No return--No return ...
lost badly.

& all the cold in your voice
woke me up ....
I

must have never learned
how
to
play.
Jack Hill
His Roses Died Today.
his roses died today
they dried and shriveled up
and turned black and old
the radiant crimson was sad with time
the greenness fell from the stems like leaves In autumn
and he was gone
only the vase is left - waiting
waiting like me until more roses come along.
Candy Barbee
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Trilogy Elixir
how do you write sunshine?
the bright clear heat even when covered by wind
how do you say what sunshine means?

what's left when the hurting is over
only a sad quietness
a deep empty engulfing me
a gentle nothing surrounding our existence
a relationship gone to the end
what's left when the hurting is over-maybe only room for a new pain to begin

hold my hand
if not physically touching
then hold me inside
tightly lest i fear your absence
hold my spirit
deep within yours
let me live with you
inside, if our bodies wander apart
hold my hand
walk with me in sunshine and warlT:.th
share my happiness
hold me within
until I can hold you in my arms,
Candy Barbee
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Break This Thick Clogging Cover
break this thick clogging cover
let me see the wind and
feel the brightness of free
escape me from this
internalization of pain
the waiting ... the waiting ...

when words between us seem to make the pain more apparent
or make the facdes a little more facetious
I will leave behind words
and hope to communicate to you---myself
in other ways ... as strong and warm and soft and calm.

music
music

filler of time
mender of pain
release of inside happy or tear
song of soul
bond of friend
stable force in jumbled world.

magically and musically
the tiny weeds spoke to me
of wind and coldness
and blessed sunshine.
Candy ' Barbee
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Young Man
When I see you
Young Man
I know that one day
You or someone like you
Will be mine.
Of course,
You won't be the same,
Neither will I.
A transformat i on will have changed
those long legs and arms of yours
Into sinewy towers of muscle.
Tha.t weak chin
Will

knm~1

determination,
And your hands,

Ah, your hands,
They will be a work of art.
Now they are unsure which way to stretch,
but one day
They will know
As will your heart.
Bonnie Spencer
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Old Man
Do you know what you did that day
when upon eying ffi9 ,
you went out of your v..~ ay
to say hello and be my friend?
Can you see what it meant to me
when upon stopping to talk,
you stretched out your hand so free
and asked my name?
Old man, old man
how can I tell you?
Old man, old man
What can I do?
It was more than just a simple
"how ya like the weather?"
I knew as we stood there together,
that we were sharing and net just talking.
We talked about your childhood past,
but not for long.
you wanted to know about me,
and many questions you asked.
Old man, old man
how can I tell you?
Old man, old man
what car;. I do?
We took a journey into each others lives,
until 'i t was time for our gcod··bIE'.S.
And as we parted, each his own way,
I knew I would never forget that day.
Old man, old man
now I can tell you.
Old man, ole man
I love you.
Roxanne Yeoman
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A Children's Love Song
nOh, little Johnny Weatherbee,
Climbing up yon apple tree,
I pray ye corne to marry me
And tahe me sailing 0' er the sea."
"Fair Susan with your locks of gold,
The deepest love for you I hold,
Yet marriage is a thorn I'm told,
And seas seem so forlorn and cold.
But if you'll stay a little while
I'll take your hand, I'll make you smile,
And walk with you the sweetest mile;
If you'll just stay a little while."
"But Johnny, when that mile is done
Would there be another one,
Or rather I left all alone,
Oh Johnny, when that mile is done?
But if I had a vow from thee,
A golden band for all to see,
I'd take the name of Weatherbee,
If I just had a vow from thee."
"Fair Susan, · vows are made of air,
I've seen them broken everywhere,
And golden bands aren't near so fair
As your own silklike, shining hair."
On and on the story goes
Midst talk of love and "never go's,"
And no one ever really knm\ls
Who is to blame, it doesn't show.
But time goes by and people change,
(It seems they never stay the same.)
Poor John goes sailing o'er the main
And Susan sits alone and sings:
"Oh, little Johnny Weatherbee,
Sailing o'er yon shining sea,
I pray ye corne to marry me,
We once were two, but now we're three."
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Duane Baker

Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgiastic
future that year by year recedes before us.

It

eluded us then, but that's no matter -- tomorrow we
will run faster, stretch out our arms farther .... '
And one fine morning --So we beat on, boats against the current, borne
back ceaselessly into the past.

F. Scott Fitzgerald
The Great Gatsby

grand canyon
awesome masses, rugged and unpredictable,
define a concave grandeur
that knows no time.
beneath solar rays and starry haze
it grows ...
slowly

it is subdued red rocky walls and
the expanding openn€:s [' between the walls
it is container and contained,
one with itself,
changing always ...
slowl:y
Bill Wiglesworth
Art Museum

Men I never knew,
Dead before my Fathers.
Men as distant from each other
In time and place
As I am · from each of you.
I know you.
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Bill Wiglesworth

'54 Chevy
Brrr ... whooosh ... whoosh •..
whoosh.
Darting in and out. and past my mirror view,
not seeing me.
"Damn slow green lump--gotta get around it"
to the void rushing ever
further away from it.
Speed up and try to catch that evasive
hot Nothing,
city man. '
Bill Wiglesworth
Trucking
Smoothly purring motor and
Passing countryside fill my awareness.
Up ahead---a man-- - black man---white man.
Hold that fishing pole tight.
Make that pickup hum.
Walk that shoulder carefully.
My eyes me~t his. We see, feel,
Know each other. We wave:
"Hi Buddy."
Instant friendship from three seconds of
Paths crossing, never to cross again.
We've tossed and caught a little love--And are both greater fo~ this exchange.
I feel warm inside.
Bill Wiglesworth
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Singer

Bob Newman
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Reflections
I ~m

still singing .songs of sorrow

Bout reflections of my mind,
And searching for tomorrow,
Seems new dreams are hard to find,
And myoId dreams quickly faded
Like an echo in the wind,
They took me to the mountaintop,
But brought me down again.
I'm going home
To Colorado
Where I belong;
Where autumn whispers sweetly,
And flowers bloom in spring,
And winter falls so harshly,
But in summer robins sing.
And robins sing
A song of yesterday,
And what it means
To give your heart away.
Duane Baker
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Spd ngtime
[Poetry: HonorablE Mention]
A robin singing sweetly breakE the chambers of the
silence,
As the wind is harmonizing through the trees up on
the mountain,
The sound of people whispering in tents down by the
river
Aids the morning into breaking in the hills of West
Virginia.
The river flows so swiftly through the valley in
the morning
As the sunlight sprinkles softly through the filter
of the branches
And the echoes ringing clearly, telling stories of
the mountains,
Say that life is all worth living in the spring lD
West Virginia.
At noon the fish are jumping in the river in tte
valley.
The children skipping pebbles watch the fish with
fascination,
I sit upon the bank, midst some somber meditation
Of the sweet life, of the springtime, of the hills
of West Virginia.
I pluck upon my guitar in my humble imitation
Of the music of the springtime,. of my soul in
tranquil silence,
'But the music of the mountainf: seems to know no
limitation,
So I sit amidst the concert of the hills of West
Virginia.
A swiftly fleeting second sees the sun' set in
evening
As LucifE~ r is casting her reflection on the shadmls I
A reflection of the morning, as the wind is gently
whispering
Some sad song of the mountains that sets my heart to
tingling:
"Oh, a man is not a mountain, yet a mountain's not a
man,
And the man is not much lesse r j f he does the best
he can
To find himself a mounta i n, pitch his ten,t dmm by
the river
And feel the joy of springtime in the hills of West
Virginia."
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Duane Baker

Woman
[Art: Second Prize]

Roy Boggs
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The Stripper
(Stripper Mentality)
Bring in the heavy machinery, men
An by God I'll make ya rich;
If we ain't directly a bunch a tycoons, then
I'll be a sonofabitch!
I jest bought a parcel a land, boys,
From some poor ],ppc.lachian folk,
An I paid such a piddlin price, boys
(That) it's really a helluva joke!
The land's got so damn much coal, men
We can scrape it right offa the top;
We'll cut it an grind it an scrape it, then
Look for another out-crop.
We'll cut it an grind it an scrape it,
Till we've stripped every inch a the land,
And after we've gotten all of it,
We'll be rich men jest like we planned.
Then we'll take off fer Chicaga, men,
An leave Appalachia behind;
We'll have us a helluva time, men,
They'll call us the "high livin" kind!
An who gives a damn for erosion, men,
We won't be tr:.ere to see it;
We'll git outa there afore the floods,
An never have ta sweat it.
Who cares if acid fills the streams,
An kills off all the fish,
By then we'll be in U -. e city of "dreams",
Sparkin sum good-lookiL dish!
We'll be livin high in the ci~y, boys,
Drinkin whiskey outa gold dippers;
An folks'll point an admire us
An say there go them tycoon strippers!
Dave Sturdevan
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Roy Boggs
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My Kind 0 Place

° Ye,

McDonald!s
stand by the ever-opened-armed-door
of golden food-stuffs.
Serve ye up the hamburgers,
and the cheeseburgers,
and ye old scrumptious Ii t .t:le things----(though they lack the sev en special
herbs and spices)----and ye old chocolate shake .
Serve the huddled ma sses
from Boston to Berkeley,
and Honduras to Seattle.
Form ye a brotherhood
with Ashland Oil, and Holiday Inn,
and level with humility
us all.
0, Crispy French-Fry,
Deliverence, and
Equality,
forever.
Dave Williams
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Candy Barbee
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Haiku
Every man stands up ...
Parades pass and people cheer.
Trash is swept later.
Gary Light
a sonnet
god is dead better dead than red oh say
can you tell me what that means one nation
under Manifest Destiny
bett:er play
the role of keeping peace but do not shun
waging war it's more necessary to
National Security that profit
comes to purple mountain majesties who
harvest the fields of golden young rren fit
to die
wee people say justice for all
or is it take me out to the ballgame
see ... tradition cometh before a fall
never will YOU treat all people the same
oh give me a home where ... what ... i don't know
QUESTIONS don't bother me anymore ...
Gary Light
Haiku
The tree has fallen ...
Birds fly, rabbits run away.
Wa~er

gates have burst.
Gary Light
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[Art:

Zoo People
Honorable Mention ]

Dorothy Rochelle
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From my mother's sleep I fell into the State,
And I hunched in its belly till my wet fur froze.
Six miles from earth, loosed from its dream of life,
I woke to black flak and the nightmare fighters.
When I died they washed me out of the turret with a hose.

Randall Jarrell
"The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner"

Roy Boggs

Graveyard
80

Bones

Dorothy Rochelle
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"dying DOG"
Cold dog shiverjngtryin for warmth
on a manhole cover.
As each passes he lookE upPleads
with unbent limbs,
grows tired of watching.
lets m(:~ touch his nose
dry-burning-hif eyes lidded
by a one-way-grey.
She stops & stoops,
(this dog is dirty and sick)
goes on.
Universities arn't a good place
anymorefor stray dogs
except in springIF they're playful.
Tomorrow
he'll be dead,
having crawled into bushes
to hide & not make an issue
of his passing ....... .

Jack Hill
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Granny
Therehidden in her ruins,
"dreaming her ancient dreams,
lies Granny.
Shadows in her heart,
whispers in her brain,
she lays waiting.
She's goiug insane.
Tries to crynothing comes.
Wants to diecan't be done.
She knows no hours or minutes,
only seconds;
endless seconduponseconduponsecondupon ...
With every beat of her heart the old ways go.
Always alone.
Alone to dream away lifE!;
to think of death and other pleasant things.
An old woman dying;
she's tired of trying.
Another monument in the greyland.
Bob Callahan
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A Promise
I promised myself that if I missed another dental
appointment that I would commit suicide, but I
washed dishes instead.
Tom Catz

The Race
"On your mark."
He crouched low, rubbed his eyes"-Get set."
He calmed himself---set his mind intently on the
ground beneath him, the course in front---readied
himself for the signal shot now only a moment
away--"Go! "
He pulled the trigger and out turlJ led his knowledge--He watched spellbound---in the space of a moment, as
it all passed away.
And roaring out came his sou]. ; ecstatic genie freed from
his bottle, eager for all, dri.nking ir everything--won't absorb fast enough---Iapping up distance like
it didn't exist---mushrooming into pointlessness.
Bill Kegley

Jugular
Her rain covers me
much better than a cloak,
& I am only padded feet
that move with shadows,
stalking---prey
I've never seen-one-final-steel claw,
waiting ....... silentfor a throat's .. soft .. scream.
Jack Hill
Hollywood Hosts
The one thing
we did well--was die.
Having seen it so often
in living-for-real-color
on the Silver Screen.
John Wayne's stoic gasp
to stirring music,
among others.
We did such a good job
(for the films)-one take was always"Beautiful Baby"
& we were never asked
for a repeat
performance ...... .
Jack Hill
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Knowing
I am surrounded by darkness.
All around me there are shadows.
That one could be my desk or maybe it's a rock.
That one could be my car or maybe it's a tree.
I'm scared.

I wish there were something I knew.

My mind is playing cruel tricks.
I knew a body possessed fear, but I didn't realize
how my mind could rearrangoe it.
Objects are twisting themselves, becoming things they aren't.
I don't know where I am.
I might be lying in bed,
or sitting in a zoo.
I reach out, my hand clasps the cold steel of a rifle barrel
And I realize where I am.
My body is lying broken In a field of mud.
Life's blood is flowing out, leaving me.
I am slowly dying.
It's nice knowing where I am.
~lenn
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Barlow

Last Prayer
Lord,
they've put me in this hole to die and I'm a man too scared to cry but
OHMYGOD
i hope the gooks go some other way, for Lord,
the Sargent will waste me if I don't stay.
Lord,
this could be my last chance
to pray, and Lord
I'd like to say once more:
"Please Lord,
don.' t

let me die l.n this war."
Bob Callahan
Haiku
In the black darkness
Always, I feel His presence,
Yes, He is my God!
Martha Ann Sparkman
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And It Comes As No Surprise
And it comes as no surprise
When all the gods come tumbling
Out - of the skies.

And writhing under wrat h
Unexpected, all
Cracked in the heads one by one-The warrior (d rcles in triumph,
Wielding death blows.
Struggling to keep his own
Weapon from turning on him-But destroying all in its way
it stops at nothing .

Bill Kegley

40

The naked tree stands alone,
'Gainst the bleak winter sky.
Light is fading, clouds cover
The beams of rising stars.

All viens of life, doorways to
The sun, have

de~erted

Hard, cold arbor.

the

Alone, it

Faces the coming snow.

Death is all around and yet,
Within the

dark~ned

hull,

Green and gold await the
Coming spring.

Glennc1a Duncan
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